






"OF COURSE IT IS THE TOP." SAYS MY CAFÉ SOCIETY
friend, who can be counted onto know such things.

He is speaking of Capri. "It's the absolute top, the best. "

"Even though it's supposed to be?" I say.
"Even more so." He is American by passport, British

by birth, European by inclination. "The Caprese," he
says, "are a little enthusiastic about its reputation

decadence and so forth but you always get what you
come for, the Mediterranean bliss, and that's been true

for two millennia, so..."

He is, as usual, right. The competition is powerful---

Cap-Ferrat, Majorca, Portofino, Juan-les-Pins---but
farther south, the umbrella pines are taller, the scent of
resin is stronger, the terra-cotta is a softer shade, the ole-

ander, hydrangea, and bougainvillea are brighter, the ci-
cadas are more insistent, and the sea is bluer. Up close,
most water is the color of water, but not here. The sea off

the Isle of Capri is a rich, dense, creamy blue. Riding on a
boat, I keep putting my hand in it. "Don't stay too long,"

they tell you here. "You might not leave."
Alas, there are moments en route when you think you

might not arrive getting there is not half the fun. A flight
to Rome or Milan, another to Naples, a Neapolitan taxi

adventure, a hydrofoil to the island's port, the Marina
Grande, a uniformed man who captures your baggage

while saying soothing words in Italian (it will reappear in
your room), a funicular ride up the hill, and then a good
long walk to your hotel. West of the Piazza Umberto I, the

main square of upper Capri, the streets are only a few feet

wide, in fact paved paths, with no cars and no taxis. The is-
land is only about four miles long and a mile and a half

wide but works in human, not automotive, scale, so once
here you will walk and you will climb. But you will swim,

eat with the gods, and, if you're lucky, make love. Homeric
sailors, Roman emperors, Nordic sensualists, and British

novelists did it for two millennia, and now it's your turn.
It is almost midnight by the time we arrive at our hotel,





the Villa Brunella, a twenty-room gem built into a hill-

side with gardens. The view from the dining room goes
on forever to brush-covered rock rising from the moonlit

sea and the endless night sky beyond. We order

Campari and soda and fool indecisively with
the menu. Then Signor Ruggiero, the owner,
gently takes it away. "Please," he says, "let me

bring you something you will like." To that, we

instantly surrender. He brings us plates of
hand-hewn strips of thick pasta with calamari
and shrimp and mussels, then slices of ricciola ,

a sweet white fish cooked in saintly olive oil and garlic.
Thus heaven begins. The tender but chaotic toils of Ali-

talia fade into memory, along with some other life we
used to live. On Capri, open the door to your room's ter-

race and the silence is audible; there are a few birds and a
breeze but nothing else.

The emperor Tiberius acquired Capri in A.D. 27 and
built twelve villas there, living most of the time at the

Villa Jovis, atop towering Monte Tiberio, with impossi-
bly steep cliffs and wild forest between him and the bru-

talities of the political life he had lived in Rome. He had

murdered too many people, so he fled to Capri. "I will
say no more," Robert Graves writes in I, Claudius, "than

that he had brought with him a complete set of the fa -

mous books of Elephantis, the most copious
encyclopedia of pornography ever gathered
together. In Capri he could do what he was un-

able to do at Rome-practice obscenities in
the open air among the trees and flowers or

down at the water's edge, and make as much

noise as he liked."
The Roman historians wrote a good deal

about Tiberius. He was said to wander through his villa
at night, in the cool air, among the sleeping rooms,

which held a selection of girls and boys. Roaming from
one chamber to the next, he would in time choose what
he thought might please him. Better if it did. Not far

from the villa is the so-called Salto di Tiberio, Tiberius's

Leap-a euphemism for the sheer cliff from which, con-

temporary writers reported, people did not leap but
were, rather, flung.

The ruins of the Villa Jovis remain. It is a trek to

get there, climbing up and up for an hour, but there









are luscious villas to be seen on vine-shaded entry paths
planted in wisteria and jasmine. The Villa Jovis is one of

those ancient sites where the things that went on haven't

entirely gone away. The wind actually roars through the
pines as you climb around the tepidarium, the room

heated to medium temperature, and the apodyterium,
the dressing room, and something is there with you that
doesn't quite have a name.

Six miles from the mainland are three islands in the
Bay of Naples: lschia and Procida, which are volcanic in

origin (Vesuvius looms on the horizon), and Capri, part

of the limestone chain of the Apennines. Capri is all

soaring sculpted rock, grottoes, floating seagulls, and
goats, despite the island's name, which is derived from
the Greek word kapros; meaning wild boar. The island

has always been popular with hordes of day-trippers,

who come in on the ferries from Naples. May and Sep-
tember are perhaps the ideal months to visit; August is

swarmed. Yet, somehow, Capri transcends its populari-

ty. The paved paths and arched alleyways wind off into
silence and birdsong, while the crowds tend to congre-

gate in the T-shirt streets around La Piazzetta. Here
and there, on the mortared stone walls that border the

pathways, you will find ceramic plaques with pretty
blue writing that read, when translated: "Courtesy and

silence are indications of civility. Respect them." Curi-

ously enough, on Capri anyhow, except for the afore-
mentioned tourist corrals, this actually seems to work.

"You'll find a way to ignore the crowds," my café
society friend insists, "and see the Blue Grotto." So, all

right, I do it, and he is right again. Inside, it is wondrous-

ly eerie and astonishing: dazzling, pulsing azure light
caught in a sea cave. It takes more than an hour to get in,
with a line of sightseeing boats as well as a line of pedes-

trians down the staircase that leads to the water. We wait
for passage on the small rowboats, in which you must lie
flat in order to slip beneath a rock lip into the famous

grotto. For the desperado traveler, the strategy is to wait
until six in the evening, when the boats leave, and then

swim inside. But best to heed the local wisdom: Don't go

alone, and don't try this in any but the calmest of seas.
People have drowned in the Blue Grotto.

And there are, in fact, better ways to swim in the

Mediterranean. You have a choice of beaches-rock

ledges, in fact, not sand-which can be reached by bus or
taxi. On Capri there is the popular Marina Piccola, and

on Anacapri-the western heights of the island---there is
the lighthouse beach at Punta Carena. But the best is the

highly recommended Fontelina, the beach club on the
right at the end of the Via Tragara, below the plaza in front

of the Hotel Punta Tragara. Being the most desirable, it
naturally cannot be reached by bus or taxi. You must walk

down, on steep switchbacks that cross the face of the hill-
side (wear grippy sandals), and you will discover, in the

process, that visiting the landfall (Continued on page 153)







good walking map is an absolute

necessity, as is a guidebook that

tells you what you're looking at

(see "Reading," below). The Villa

Jovis walk is demanding but well

worth the effort: Follow the signs

on the corner walls (you have to

watch for them). To see the

island's lush flora, walk along

the Via Tragara from the Via

Camerelle, the high-fashion street,

to the lookout point in front of the

Hotel Punta Tragara. For a town

walk, stroll the Via Botteghe, filled

with grocery stores, boutiques,

and wine shops; to extend this

journey, take the Via Matermània

nia

Grotto. Then descend 600 steps,

take the path to the staircase side

of the Casa Malaparte, and swing

around the Via Pizzolungo back to

town. The Villa Damecuta, a

romantic ruin by the sea, is best

reached from Anacapri (the

booklet "Guide to the Ancient

Monuments"-see "Reading"-

has directions, but follow the map

starting at the Via Boffe).

The country and city code for Capri

and Naples is 39-081. Rates quoted

are for the current month, which is high

season. The U.S. consulate is on the

Piazza della Repubblica in Naples

(583-8111; usembassy.it/naples) .

If you ever needed a reason

to go upscale on hotels, Capri

is that reason. The Villa Brunella

is small and intimate, the staff are

extremely attentive, and the owner

serves as the concierge and will

find you anything you need on the

island. Ask for a room with a ter-

race and a sea view. The restaurant

more than deserves a visit, even if

you aren't staying here (837-0122;

villabrunella.it; doubles, $230-

$350; $). The 30-room La Scali-

natella has a near -perfect ratio

of intimacy to marble and is the

choice of many longtime Caprio-

philes (837-0633; scalinatella.com;

doubles, $530).

High on Anacapri, with terraces

overlooking the Bay of Naples and

Vesuvius, the Hotel San Michele

di Anacapri is an excellent buy,

and breakfast is included (837-

1427, fax -1420; doubles, $174-

$206;). The five-star Capri

Palace, on the other hand, is at

the top of the class in Anacapri

(978-0111; capri-palace.com;

doubles, $295-$480).

Capri has an elevated reputa-

tion for dining, and the stan-

dard is indeed unbelievably high.

The island is essentially a piece of

Naples that drifted out to sea, so

the cuisine is Neapolitan, with a few

local specialties. For an appetizer,

there's always insalata caprese

(tomato, basil, and mozzarella), or

fried mozzarella, or the local caccia-

to cheese. And try the antipasto

table, which has seafood salads ga-

lore (you'll be charged based on the

size of your plate).

At Da Gemma, the specialty

is fritta alla Gemma: fried mozzarel-

la, fried potato cakes (elsewhere

called bomba), and fried zucchini

blossoms (837-0461; entrées,

$5-$11). At Da Paolino, try the

penne with eggplant. After dinner,

have the iced limoncello, a lemon

liqueur (837-6102; entrées, $5-

$18).

The super-relaxed Da Gel-

somina is a long way from the

center of town, down a road too

narrow for taxis. Call the restau-

rant and someone will come to the

bookstore in the Piazza della Vitto-

na and pick you up. Lunch is sim-

ple, and perfect for a long, hot

afternoon in southern Italy. Late-

night revelers at Gelsomina will

have to stay over. Its rooms are

very moderately priced, and a

pool overlooks the kitchen gar-

dens and the sea (837-1499;

dagelsomina.com; doubles, $136;

entrées, $8-$15). If Gelsomina

leaves you feeling vaguely over-

indulged, take the 900 steps of

La Scala Fenicia (the Phoenician

Stairway) back down to the

Marina Grande.

All the classic fashion houses

have stores here, side by

side on the Via Camerelle. Amina

Rubinacci, however, is local,

with silk, cashmere, and linen

clothing designed and manufac-

tured in and around Naples (13/15

Via Vittorio Emanuele; 837-7295).

Carthusia has perfume made

from local flowers, especially

wild carnations and lilies (10 Via

Camerelle; 837-0529; the factory

store is on the Via Matteotti). Next

door, La Conchiglia is an excel-

lent bookstore with art books and

works by authors of local interest

(837-8199).

The best book about Capri

is Shirley Hazzard's Greene

on Capri, which, being a literary

biography, comes at the place side-

ways but captures it perfectly

(Farrar Straus and Giroux, $12).

Robert Graves's long and winding

I, Claudius, all depravity and plots,

brings Tiberius and the classical

period sharply to life (Vintage, $14)

In the realm of guidebooks,

Fodor's Naples, Capri and the

Ama!fi Coast is immensely useful 

($17). One of the best guides-

and also the lightest-is the blue

and yellow "Isola di Capri" map.

published by Litografia Artistica

Cartografica. It shows the paths

outside the towns as well as where

cars and buses can and can't go,

and, on the reverse side, has aston

ishingly concise descriptions of

local walks and hotels and restau-

rants (with phone numbers), as

well as all the emergency numbers.

You can get the map at the tourist

information office on the right-

hand side of the Piazza Umberto I

and at the curio store on the Via

Certosa, catty-corner to the

Gardens of Augustus. If you had

nothing else, you could make do

with this one guide ($5). Still, pick

up the booklet "Guide to the

Ancient Monuments of the

Island of Capri," available at

the tourist office, the Villa jovis,

and many archaeological sites

($2), and the free paperback

Capri/Anacapri in 12 Tours,

which will tell you what you're

looking stand will keep you from

getting lost.

The island is admirably Web

sited, with capriweb.com as well

as capri.net, which captures ho-

tels, restaurants, museums, and bars

using a 360-degree spinning camera

(hence the endless photos and end-

less information). -Alan Furst



(Continued from page 102) of Homeric
sailors turns out to be a Homeric pain in
the ass.

There is no casual access to the sea on
Capri. For a visit to Fontelina or any of the
lidos, call the club and make a reservation
for lunch-you won't be sorry-which
brings with it a preferred space amid the
well-oiled seal colony sprawled on the rocks
that line the water. You are, for a small fee,
a one-day member of a beach club, entitled
to a few feet of warm limestone, an um-
brella, and pads or beach chairs.

Directly offshore at Fontelina are the
Faraglioni (the Sons of Capri), dramatic
rock towers that thrust up some 350 feet
from the sea and serve as symbolic images
of the island. When you're tired of sun-
bathing, you climb down a ladder into the
cool, clean water and gaze up at the myth-
ic rocks. It's strange, but being in Mediter-
ranean water is better
than being in most other
water (I'm sorry, it just
is). You're in there with
Poseidon and Neptune
and the rest of the guys,
and if you are not borne
up by ancient gods, you
certainly will be by the ex-
traordinary salinity. If
you tire of floating, about
fifty feet out from the lad-
der is a rock with a com-
fortable moss carpet
where you can stand. It
was occupied, when I got
there, by two American
lawyers, but courtesy is a fact of life on
Capri, and they soon ceded the space to a
handsome couple from Hamburg.

But perhaps the best swimming of all is
to be had by boat. My boatman was
maybe sixteen, and intensely concerned
that I appreciate all the sights to be seen on
the two-hour trip around the island. Thus
I saw the White Grotto, the Grotto of the
Saints, a congregation of rocks at prayer,
and, my favorite, the Green Grotto. "You
want to swim here," said the boatman.
And he was right, I did. From your boat,
you can stop for a swim whenever you like,
and everybody does, but immersion in the
Green Grotto is highly recommended.
The water here is a milky sage color, and
you swim beneath a natural rock arch to
be met on the other side by your boatman.
The Romans turned the grottoes into
nymphaea (small sanctuaries), and it is
from these sea caves that the Sirens sup-

posedly called out to Odysseus and his
sailors. He resisted, according to Homer,
but I didn't and neither should you.

From the perspective of the sea, you will
have an unusually good view of one of the
great architectural sites of Europe. That is
the Casa Malaparte, constructed in the
1930s on the Punta Massullo, famous for
its color, a kind of deep Renaissance red
that suggests the colors of Venice, and for
its trapezoidal staircase. The house was
built by the writer Curzio Malaparte, born
Kurt Erich Suckert, a prominent figure in
the local marching corps of the bad and
the beautiful. He was actually maybe a lit-
tle worse than that. In the 1930s he was a
great admirer of Mussolini, who apparent-
ly gave him permission to build on the oth-
erwise forbidden shoreline. He called on
his countrymen to "burn the libraries and
disperse the families of the vile species of

intellectuals." Like Louis
Ferdinand Céline and
Ezra Pound, he was an
atrocious Fascist but a
good, at times magnifi-
cent, writer; thus the Cap-
rese view him with a shrug
and a melancholy shake
of the head.

Malaparte accompa-
nied the German attack
on Russia as a foreign cor-
respondent in 1941, went
to prison on his return to
Italy, and made an oppor-
tunistic conversion to
communism after the war.

Toward the end of his life, he got cancer
and was told that the only place he could be
cured was China. As a result, he left the
Casa Malaparte to the People's Republic
of China, but his will was successfully con-
tested and the property was assigned to a
foundation that was to make the house
available to students of architecture.

Malaparte wrote a novel about occu-
pied Naples, The Skin, which is virtually
impossible to read, and a novelized mem-
oir called Kaputt, a savage and ironic por- 
trait of fascism, an indictment of war it-
self, and one of the best novels to come out
of World War II. As the book ends, Mala-
parte-for refuge, for sanctuary, for the
salvation of his mortal soul-tries desper-
ately to return to Capri. He reaches, at last,
the harbor of Naples. He writes: "The
sight of the sea moved me, and I began to
weep. There, before me, was the warm and
delicate sea, the Neapolitan sea, the free



blue sea of Naples-all crumpled into lit-
tle waves that rippled after one another
with a gentle sound under the caress of a
wind scented with brine and rosemary. "

I N THE EVENING, ON THE WATER-
front of Capri, motorcycles whine
along the quay and a rusty freighter

stands at anchor. Among the bars and
cafés lining the street is the unassuming
L'Approdo. You do not sit and read a
menu at L'Approdo. Signor Giaminelli,
the owner, walks you to a table laid out
with fish and seafood. For each, a method
of preparation is described. "I am de-
scended from seven generations of octo-
pus fishermen," he says, "and we have,
over time, made a book of recipes that we
like more than fifty of them."

Would we, perhaps, care to try one ?
The tiny white octopuses are finely

minced, mixed with flour, shaped into
cakes, and fried a golden brown. These
are improved, if that's possible, by Signor
Giaminelli's choice of wine, the dry white
Falanghina, more or less the favorite with
seafood on the island. The name of the

vineyard is Campi Flegrei-"fire fields"-
suggesting the flinty volcanic earth below
Vesuvius .

For a second appetizer we have fra-
galia, baby shrimp and a small mound of
those silvery little minnows that are eaten
with sighs of pleasure all around the
Mediterranean. The curious thing is that
it's like eating a fillet: There's no sense of
individual fishes, and they're too young to
have bones. This is followed by pap-
pardelle with plum tomatoes, zucchini
blossoms, and clams the size of your
thumbnail, and then merluzzo alla pro vaz-

za, a cod scrupulously removed from its
skeleton by a surgically inclined waiter. Of
course you are on seafood island here, but
this meal is almost too good to be true.
Dinners on Capri are typically generous,
and reasonable in price, but with all the
walking and climbing and swimming,
you'll likely go home a pound lighter.

Just past La Piazzetta, the taxis wait
near the post office on the Via Roma.
Cabs here have names painted on the
door, and we take the one called Bugs
Bunny up the hill to Anacapri. This is a

stimulating ride, something like the cli-
mactic chase scene in an Italian movie
(hairpin turns around breathless drops)
and is intensified by the fact that Caprese
taxis have their tops removed and re-
placed with canvas awnings, so there is
plenty of fresh air on the way up.

Anacapri is the town at the very top of
Capri (from the Greek word ana, mean-
ing above), with a crowded central square,
the Piazza Vittoria, and a long alley of
down-market tourist stalls. A fifteen-
minute stroll from the piazza is the Villa
San Michele, built atop the ruins of one of
Tiberius's villas by Axel Munthe, a
Swedish physician, philanthropist, and
author. Munthe is really the single saint in
the catalog of local sinners. A humanitar-
ian and a great protector of the local
birdlife, he wrote a best-seller in 1929, The
Story of San Michele. The foreign-lan-
guage editions-German, Turkish, He-
brew, and so on-are exhibited in a glass
case on a stucco wall. If you're just crazy
to see them, you'll want to tour the interi-
or of the villa; otherwise, skip it.

What you want here is the lush and ex-
quisite garden, built facing views of the
Bay of Naples. This is a paradise for the
romantic flâneur: a long alley of ancient
cypress trees, a walkway shaded by a per-
gola covered in wisteria vine, corners
filled with hibiscus and bay laurel. The
pergola walk leads to the Sphinx Parapet,
where, legend has it, if you touch the
sphinx with your left hand-a hollow
worn in the hindquarters shows you
where-your wish will come true.
Munthe never actually lived in this villa,
well-stocked with phony antiques. The
only real tenant was the Marchesa Casati,
who became famous in the 1920s for lead-
ing a leopard with a diamond collar down
the Champs-Elysées.

The horticultural life of Capri does not
end at the walls of the villas. This is, after
all, southern Italy, where food is under-
stood as well as anywhere in the world,
and the houses of the local Caprese all
have kitchen gardens-even the beach
clubs have kitchen gardens. Everyone
grows a few rows of grapevines, with po-
tatoes and zucchini planted between the
rows, surrounded by basil, sage, and rose-
mary. Bay is everywhere, used mostly as
an ornamental shrub, but if you snatch a
leaf for the soup, who's to know? There
are tomato plants tied up to stakes, small
groves of lemon trees-they make a local
liqueur here called limoncello-and love-



ly, dusty-green olive trees. This island is, in
fact, a vertical garden, with only a few

small grocery stores to be seen. They buy
seafood from the fishermen and make

pasta on the kitchen table, so what sur-
vives on Capri is the wonderful old Euro-

pean dream of eating what is local, fresh,
and perfect. And I wasn't in a single

restaurant where the food didn't taste ex-
actly like that. On every menu I saw, they
had an asterisk next to products that had

been frozen.

N THE TERRACE OF THE GRAND

Hotel Quisisana, 7 P.M. is the hour of
the aperitif Crowds stroll idly up and

down the street, and nowhere else in Eu-
rope will you see so many desirable peo-

ple-or, maybe this says it better, people

who enjoy being desired--all kinds, all
ages, and all nationalities. It's the place to

wear something sexy and elegant, and to
poke gingerly at the border of good taste
doesn't seem so very wrong. That, in a

way, is the great trick of this island. It is
not churches and paintings-Capri has al-

ways been the height of pleasure and fash-
ion in a Mediterranean

setting, at its best when
it doesn't pretend to be

anything more.

And the Quisisana is
just about the perfect

vantage point for watch-
ing it all go by. Built in

1847 by a Scottish doctor
as a tuberculosis sanato-

rium-quisisana means
"here one is healed"-it

was rebuilt as a hotel in

1912. A classic example

of the European grand
hotel, it is all marble and
lawn and shrubbery, and forever the true

magnetic north of Capri. It is owned (and
this is typical of the island) not by a cor-

poration but by the Morganos. The great
hotel family of Capri, they also own the
Scalinatella and the Casa Morgano, side

by side on the Via Tragara, which is said
to be the most beautiful street in the world.

At nine o'clock and not a moment be-

fore, it's time for dinner. We think of per-

haps going to La Capannina or La Pigna,
or of taking a taxi down to Da Paolino,
where the whipped cream in a bowl on the

dessert table stands eighteen inches high,
or of walking to the local favorite tratto-

ria, Le Grottelle, where the breeze blows in
off the sea, or maybe to Da Gemma, Gra-

ham Greene's old hangout. Funny, but

they're all somebody's old hangout, and
you can feel it. All of them are informal,

noisy, and lusty, with a thousand delica-
cies on the antipasto table and not a tie or

a jacket to be seen anywhere. They're like

places in a Hemingway novel-the local
joint down a backstreet where you can be
what you like and say what you want.

And that, too, is the great trick of this
island: It's been an escape for two thou-

sand years. It certainly was for Greene
(one more proof of the theorem that

warm Mediterranean islands draw cold

English writers). Seeking privacy with his
mistress, he ran to Capri from his home in
Antibes--Antibes! But he is only one

among many in a long history of fugitives,
like the fake "Count" Fersen, who mount-
ed a plaque on his villa dedicating it "to
love and pain," or the writer Norman

Douglas, or Baron Krupp of the German

armaments family. (Capri was clearly in-
sufficient escape for those last three, all of
whom committed suicide here.)

It was Baron Krupp who initiated con-
struction of the Via Krupp, which one ar-

chitectural critic claimed

as proof of the proposi-
tion that a road can be a
work of art. The Via

Krupp, which winds
down the hill to Marina

Piccola Beach, has late-
ly been closed for re-

pairs. High above the
road stands the Villa

Krupp, also built by the
baron and now a hotel.

Ironically enough, the
Villa Krupp was once

home to Maxim Gorky,
Lenin, and a crowd of

their Bolshevik friends, on the run after

the Russian Revolution of 1905.
Capri is now not as star laden as it used

to be the days of Brigitte Bardot and

Jackie Onassis are no more. Certainly
there is wealth and celebrity here, as al-

ways, but lately it has a taste for peace and
quiet, and has learned to value discretion.

The occasional television star still shows
up in camera lights in front of the Qui-

sisana, but it's no more than a moment in
the life of the street. The real show, of

course, is this sumptuous little island. In

fact, that's always been true, and these
days the world seems just at the point of

figuring out that maybe, just maybe, that's
more than enough.

O


